
Welcome to this audio introduction to MDH:
Puppets Do A Movie, a fast, smart, adult only, lo-fi

action thriller parody bursting with big belly laughs

and plastic machine guns. Brought to you from the

makers of Drac & Jill and Oedipuss In Boots, The

Wardrobe Theatre.

There is no audio through description for this show

but there will be a touch tour on Wednesday 11th
January at 5.30pm. Audience members can listen

to the introductory notes in the auditorium, then will

be invited on stage to meet the performers, be

familiarised with the different characters and touch

tour the set, props, puppets and costumes. The

show itself begins at 7.45pm. The bar will be open

in between.



Puppets Do A Movie lasts for approximately 2
hours including a 15 minute interval. The show is

suitable for audiences aged 16 and above.

The following introduction will take about 13

minutes to listen to and includes information about

the show and descriptions of the set, puppets,

characters and costumes, followed by the access

and contact details of the venue.

Puppets Do A Movie is a show within a show. A

group of talented puppets are performing in a

theatre, their version of a well known Christmas

time action thriller. They have had some legal

issues over copyright and suspect a spy in the

production team. But they have on board A list

Hollywood star, Alan Rickman, to raise the profile



of the show. Throughout the performance, we are

party to updates from the puppet production team

on their search for the spy.

Meanwhile, their show is set on Christmas Eve in

Los Angeles and high above the streets,

exceptional German terrorist, Hans Gruber, and his

mob of terrifying puppet accomplices have seized

control of a 35-story skyscraper, the Nakatomi

Tower. They are holding everyone inside hostage.

This villainous master-criminal thinks nothing will

stand in his way. Enter John McClane, a New York

cop in search of his wife, Holly Gennero, who was

attending a Christmas party in the penthouse.



THE SET

The main set depicts the penthouse lobby of the

Nakatomi Tower. Two back walls, about 2 metres

high and 3 metres wide, are painted light grey.

They both have a faux grey stonework strip about

half a metre wide running down their middle

section.

Where the two back walls meet, in the middle of

the set, is a lift. The lift has two sliding doors,

painted gun metal grey with a slight metallic sheen.

Two buttons to operate the lift are set into the wall

beside it on the right. Christmas garlands festoon

the back walls and above the lift.

There are two hatches concealed within the faux

stonework sections of the back walls. These open

to allow puppet characters to perform.



On the far left is a doorway concealed by a red

velvet curtain through which performers come in

and out. There is a similar doorway on the very far

right also concealed by a red velvet curtain.

On the left back wall hangs a certificate in a frame

and a leafy pot plant sitting on a tiny shelf. To the

right of this stands a tall white square shaped

pedestal with a tiny Christmas tree on top. Later

on, this is turned around to become a miniature of

the Nakatomi Tower.

A front wall, stretching across the entire width of

the playing area, is only one metre high and

painted black. The majority of the performance and

puppetry occurs behind this small wall. There is a

concealed hatch in the middle of this wall which



opens to allow performers to crawl through and

perform in the audience area.

CHARACTERS & COSTUMES

There are three performers in the cast, two

puppeteers and one actor. The puppeteers wear

loose black comfortable clothing and are in view for

the whole performance. They operate a large

selection of felt hand puppets. The hand puppets

appear as just the top half with no legs. The soft

arms are moved by one of the performer’s hands

with the other hand operating the mouth. The

puppet characters can be differentiated by an array

of impressive accents.



There are 8 main puppet characters.

KERMIT THE FROG is the producer and compere

of the acting troupe. Kermit is a green puppet with

a triangular head and two bulging eyes on the very

top. He is dedicated to the show and will do

whatever it takes to see it succeed.

MISS PIGGY is a diva and the star of Kermit’s

acting troupe. She is a pig with pale peach skin

and a protruding snout. Her large blue eyes are

heavily lidded with long dark lashes. She flirts with

all her leading men, flicking and tossing her

strawberry blonde curls as frequently as possible.

She wears a bold bright pink blouse. In the show,

she plays John McClane’s estranged wife, Holly

Gennero. Holly is a leading executive at the

Nakatomi Corporation, hard-working and smart.



GONZO is a furry puppet with royal blue skin and

light blue felt face. He has a large protruding

beak-like nose with two bulging eyes either side.

Wearing a clean white shirt and neat black tie,

Gonzo pulls on a fake goatee beard to play the

character Ellis in their show. Ellis is an arrogant,

self absorbed party boy work colleague of Holly

Gennero. He is constantly sniffing cocaine and

misunderstands everything.

EAGLE SAM is a large grey blue puppet with a

bald head, feathered wings and a large

romanesque beak. He holds himself right and

proper, giving guidance to Kermit on the

company's legal situation. In the show, Eagle Sam

plays Mr Takagi, boss to Holly Gennero and owner

of the Nakatomi Corporation.



FOZZIE is a bear with short rusty brown fur. He

has a long face and a large wide mouth with two

neat little bear ears. He is a happy go lucky

character always telling jokes. In the show, he

plays the Los Angeles cop, Powell, wearing a small

blue policeman's cap and an LAPD police badge.

Older than John McClane, he is a beat cop, happy

to stay on patrol whilst dabbling in comedy on the

side.

Also appearing in Kermit’s show,

JOHN McCLANE is a grizzled streetwise New York

cop in his early thirties on a trip to LA to meet up

with his estranged wife, Holly Gennero. A blue

skinned puppet with an oval head, highly receding



short brown hair, and, strangely, no eyes, he wears

a ragged white vest which acquires blood stains as

the story proceeds.

FUN JURGEN is an enthusiastic and excitable

although inept german terrorist. Jurgen is a green

skinned puppet with a long head and wide eyes

and no clothes. Opening and closing his flat mouth

causes his head to flap about. He is happy all the

time.

The terrorist KARL is intense and mostly silent until

he bursts into a murderous rage when he is

terrifying and trigger happy. Karl is an orange

skinned puppet with long blond hair left loose. He

always carries two machine guns.

Other minor characters include extra green

skinned terrorists, a set of chicken office workers



and Ken, the associate producer of Kermit’s

troupe, a teal coloured puppet who appears at the

hatches.

There is one live action main character with two

cameo live action characters.

The FBI SPECIAL AGENTS MULDER and

SCULLY are played by the puppeteers wearing all

black clothes and cardboard wigs. Mulder is tall

and stocky, his wig in a dark slicked back style. He

likes to ruminate deeply and overthink a situation.

Scully is small and petite, her wig in a dark blonde

wavy style. She is much more practical and slightly

put upon.



And lastly, ALAN RICKMAN, star of stage and

screen, is guesting in the puppet troupe’s latest

show. He is playing master criminal Hans Gruber.

In his late 30s, he is tall, slim and wiry with a lithe

physicality often held in louche poses as the ever

confident Hans. His movements are formal and

rigid with the occasional expressive outburst. A

skilled physical clown, he easily falls into comedic

poses and mimes. He wears a smart grey suit with

a white shirt and burgundy tie. He has a very

sharply trimmed goatee beard and wears a styled,

oiled smooth short dark brown wig. He has a

pointed face with dark defined and high arched

eyebrows. As Alan Rickman, he holds a gentle,

confused look. As Hans Gruber, he sharpens his

features into deep cunning.



PROPS & MINIATURES

As Kermit arrives to introduce the show, he bursts

through the middle of two red velvet curtains

stretched tightly across a circular wire frame. This

is brought on at the start of each act.

Many miniatures are used to illustrate scenes

which occur away from the penthouse. As John is

flying into Los Angeles, a toy plane on a stick flies

past paper clouds, also held up on sticks.

Travelling across Los Angeles, a toy taxi is run

along the top of the front wall. Later on a tiny toy

helicopter is flown by hand around the top of the

miniature Nakatomi Tower, where we also find tiny

cardboard models of a long firehose and a group of

chicken hostages.



Small table top versions of main puppet characters

are also swapped into certain scenes. These are

30cm tall and include the lower body and legs.

These are used in fight scenes that occur atop the

front wall and where anyone falls from the tower.

The small John McClane carries a similarly sized

small machine gun.

Fozzie, playing the cop Powell, enters in a child’s

pedal police car made of blue and white plastic.

During a musical number drum solo, two long thin

furry red and orange arms rise up from behind the

front wall holding a pair of drumsticks. They flail

manically in the air.

Attached to the top of the front wall on the left is a

flip up section that seats 3 puppet chickens. They



appear as office workers at the party and later as

hostages.

On top of the front wall on the right are 3 flip up

painted images of the green oval faced puppet

terrorists holding guns. They flip up and down

during fight scenes like targets at a shooting range.

Throughout the play, there are numerous

gunshots.

The cast for Puppets Do A Movie is:

ANDREW KINGSTON playing Kermit the frog,

John McClane, Fun Jurgen, Karl and special agent

Mulder



KIM HERON playing Miss Piggy, Gonzo, Eagle

Sam and special agent Scully

and HARRY HUMBERSTONE playing Alan

Rickman, Hans Gruber and Fozzie Bear

Other minor characters are shared by the cast.

The creative team for Puppets Do A Movie is:

Co-Directors - Chris Collier and Emma Williams

Designer – Ruby Brown

Songs and Lyrics by Kid Carpet

Sound Design and underscore by Jack Drewry

Lighting Design by Chris Collier

Choreography – Sonya Cullingford



Puppets designed and made by Corina Bona, Alex

Hykel and Charlotte Warburton

Produced by Matthew Whittle and Cherie

Demmery

With Stage management by Kizzie Timms

The access information for The Wardrobe Theatre

can be found at thewardrobetheatre.com/your-visit.

Or by emailing the theatre manager at

aisha@thewardrobetheatre.com.

The venue address is The Wardrobe Theatre,

inside The Old Market Assembly bar and cafe at

25 West Street, Old Market, Bristol, BS2 0DF.

The entrance to Old Market Assembly is on West

Street.

https://thewardrobetheatre.com/your-visit/
mailto:aisha@thewardrobetheatre.com


This entrance can be found on the navigation app

what.3.words at pilots.swan.unable.

Tickets are available to buy from the Tobacco

Factory Theatres Box Office on 0117 902 0344 or

by email at tickets@tobaccofactorytheatres.com.

That is the end of this audio introduction.

mailto:tickets@tobaccofactorytheatres.com

